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QUESTION 1

Due to several issues, Universal Containers wants to have better control over the changes made in the productionorg
and to be able to track them. Which two options will streamline the process? Choose 2 answers 

A. Make all code/configuration changes directly in the production org. 

B. Allow no code/configuration changes directly in the production.org 

C. Use the Force.com IDE to automate deployment to the production.org 

D. Use Metadata API to automate deployment to the production.org 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Sales and Service products will be created by two teams that will use second-generation managed package(s). The
Sales team will use a specific function of the Service product, but the architect wants to ensure that this team will only
use the functionsexposed by the Service team. No other team will use these same functions. 

What should an architect recommend? 

A. Create two second generation managed packages with the same namespace and set the methods that should be
shared with the @namespaceAccessibleannotation. 

B. Create two managed packages with Sales and service namespaces. Set the methods to be shared with the
?alesAccessible annotation 

C. Create a managed package with both products and create a code review process with an approver from each team. 

D. Create two managed packages. Create an authentication function in the Service package that will return a token if a
Sales user is authorized to call the exposed function.Validate the token in the Service functions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) recently acquired Eastern Trail Outfitters (ETO). NTO\\'s sales leadership team had
hands-on experience with the ETO\\'s Sales Optimization app and have given the feedback that the app would benefit
NTO\\'s sales team. 

Which option should the architect recommend for having ETO\\'s Sales Optimization app in NTO\\'s Salesforce org in
the shortest possible time? 

A. Create a managed package of the app and deploy in NTO\\'s org. 

B. Create an unmanaged package of the app and deploy in NTO\\'s org. 

C. Create users in ETO\\'s org and provide access to NTO\\'s sales team. 
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D. Create a core team and build the Sales Optimization app in NTO\\'s org. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is using sales and service Cloud. They have two major releases and four minor releases
every year. They have deployment (dev), integration, user acceptance (UAT), staging, and hotflix sandboxes. What
should an Architect recommend when UC has PI issues and has to be fixed immediately? 

A. Fix the issue in staging and deploy it into production. 

B. Fix the issue in hotflix, test, and deployto production. 

C. Fix the issue in development, test, UAT, and deploy to production. 

D. Follow the release management process to move to production. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers\\'s architect is documenting the application lifecycle management (ALM) process to communicate
it to the development teams from different implementation partners. 

Which three steps apply to any Salesforce development project? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Continuous Integration 

B. Develop 

C. Build Release 

D. Test 

E. Change Sets 

Correct Answer: ACD 
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